Microorganisms in activated sludge (AS) play key roles in the wastewater treatment 26 process. However, the ecological behavior of microorganisms in AS and their 27 differences with microorganisms in other environments have mainly been studied using 28
Introduction 44
Activated sludge (AS) is the largest biotechnology application in the world and is 45 of eminent importance for the remediation of anthropogenic wastewater (Wu et al. 46 2019). The removal of carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus, and micropollutants is achieved 47 by microorganisms with diverse community structures, among which populations with 48 important metabolic functions have been individually studied (Guo et al. 2019, 49 Kitzinger et al. , McIlroy et al. 2018 . Meanwhile, AS is a unique engineered 50 ecosystem that could be controlled by a variety of operation conditions, whose 51 attributes make it attractive for microbial ecologists to study the behaviors of microbial 52 community assembly (Ayarza and Erijman 2011, Griffin and Wells 2017) . 53
In the past decades, the rapid proliferation of DNA-sequencing capacity, especially 54
high-throughput sequencing of 16S rRNA genes, boosted the understanding of the 55 microbial community in AS (Zhou et al. 2015) . One major topic is to investigate the 56 core AS populations that are consistent occupants in a large number of parallel 57 communities and are potentially important contributors to the system performance. 58 Such analysis has been performed based on 16S rRNA gene sequencing in different 59 scales, including one full-scale wastewater treatment plants (WWTPs) in Hong Kong 60 (Ju and Zhang 2015) , 13 WWTPs in Demark (Saunders et al. 2016) , 14 WWTPs in Asia 61
and North America (Zhang et al. 2012) , and 269 WWTPs in 23 contries (Wu et al. 2019 ). 62
Core AS microbial communities were identified at both regional and globlal scales by 63 counting shared species or operational taxonomic units (OTUs), implying a small 64 number of key microorganisms consititute an indispensible portion of the AS 65 community regardless of geographical and operational variations. However, 16S rRNA 66 gene, a useful biomarker to track evolution and construct phylogeny, does not 67 necessarily reflect physiology and in-situ function (Tringe and Hugenholtz 2008) . 68 Moreover, vast metabolic diversity can still be embedded in one species or OTU, which 69
is ususally defiened at 97% sequence identity or even higher (Yarza et al. 2014 ). Thus 70 further investigation of the AS community is warrented using more advanced 71 approaches that could resolve metabolic potentials with higher resolution. 72
Metagenomics aiming at recovering population genomes and annotating genetic 73 potentials has been applied to AS and uncovered individual microorganisms or 74
functions that are challenging to study using other methods (Albertsen et al. 2013, Perez 75 et al. 2019, Sun et al. 2019) , demonstrating that this approach is promising to reveal 76 greater diversity at functional level than the analysis of 16S rRNA gene sequences. 77
However, few efforts have been attempted to resolve the microbial ecology such as the 78 core-community phenomenon in AS using metagenomics. MAGs ( Figure S1 , Table S1 , Table S2 ). Among the 7548 bacterial and archaeal MAGs 106 obtained, 2045 are estimated to have overall quality (defined as completeness -5 × 107 contamination) ≥ 50 (Parks et al. 2017 ). The average completeness and contamination 108 of the 2045 MAGs were 82.0% and 2.0%, respectively. Figure 1A shows that 743 of 109 the 2045 MAGs are near-complete (completeness ≥ 90, average contamination: 2.6%). 110
The other two groups contain 845 (70 ≤ completeness < 90) and 456 MAGs (50 ≤ 111 completeness < 70) and their average contamination values are 3.3% and 0.92%, 112
respectively. The average contig number of these MAGs is 292, and the contig numbers 113 have a moderate association with contamination level (Spearman's rho = 0.47, P < 2.2e-114 16) but not with completeness level (Spearman's rho = -0.11, P = 4.3e-08) ( Figure S2 ). 115
The 2045 MAGs were classified to 49 phyla ( Figure 1b and Table S3) Acidobacteriota (96 MAGs). The remaining MAGs were assigned to other 122 miscellaneous bacterial phyla (Table S3 ). To further understand the diversity among 123 these MAGs, phylogenetic analysis was performed using the universal core gene 124 markers predicted from each MAG (Segata et al. 2013) . Figure 1B shows that the 125 clustering patterns in the tree are highly consistent with the taxonomy assignments, with 126
Proteobacteria and Bacteroidales as the two most dominant clusters. 127
To estimate the representativeness of the MAGs for AS microbial genetic 128 information, we mapped the metagenomic sequencing reads of each plant to the MAGs 129 and calculated the percentage of mapped reads in each sample. As shown in Figure 1c Besides mapping reads to MAGs, we also computed the average nucleotide identity 145 (ANI) values by comparing the MAGs with an all-against-all strategy. The results in 146 Figure 2B showed that 214 MAG pairs have ANI>95% between WWTP1 and WWTP2, 147
suggesting that these 214 bacterial or archaeal species (43% MAGs in WWTP1 and 33% 148
MAGs in WWTP2) were shared between WWTP1 and WWTP2. However, the 149 numbers of potentially shared species between other WWTPs were relatively small. For 150 example, no MAG pairs with ANI>95% were observed between WWTP3 and WWTP4, 151
and only four MAG pairs with ANI>95% were found between WWTP1 and WWTP3. 152
A number of MAG pairs were also observed between WWTP1 and "other WWTPs" 153 (109), and between WWTP2 and "other WWTPs" (73). This is probably because a large 154 ratio (9/19) of WWTPs in "other WWTPs" are located in China and near to the WWTP1 155 and WWTP2 (Table S1 ). 156
Since the MAGs only represent part of the AS microbiome, we also conducted a 157 pairwise comparison of protein sequences predicted from all assembled contigs of all 158
WWTPs. As shown in Figure S3 , 62% of proteins predicted from WWTP1 MAGs are 159 highly similar (identity > 90%) to those of WWTP2 MAGs. However, only a small 160 number of proteins predicted from WWTP3 (10-27%) and WWTP4 (7.9-28%) MAGs 161 have highly similar hits (identity > 90%) in other WWTP MAGs. These observations 162 could be expected as the DNA similarity among the sequences from different WWTPs 163 could be lower due to the third-letter degeneracy. We further identified 24,850,093 164 clusters (identity cutoff: 90%) from the 44,212,953 protein sequences predicted from 165 all AS samples. The frequency distribution plot ( Figure 2c ) shows that 73.2% of the 166 protein clusters were found in one WWTP, and 17.0% were found in two WWTPs. 167
Among the protein clusters observed in two WWTPs, over half (57.8%) were shared 168 by WWTP1 and WWTP2, which were located in the same city. Only 0.1% of total 169 protein clusters were present in > 10 WWTPs. constructed a maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree encompassing 1000 randomly-181 selected AS MAGs and 1000 randomly-selected non-AS MAGs ( Figure 3A ). The tree 182
shows that both AS and non-AS MAGs are distributed in a wide range of phyla. The 183
Firmicutes clade was dominated by non-AS MAGs (containing only 2% AS MAGs). 184
Myxococcota (93% AS MAGs) and Planctomycetota (80% AS MAGs) have more AS 185
MAGs than non-AS MAGs. Most of the remaining clades harbor considerable amounts 186 of both AS and non-AS MAGs. Overall, the large-scale phylogenetic analysis based on 187 random selection shows that the AS MAGs are phylogenetically interspersed among 188 non-AS MAGs and no clear separation patterns could be observed. 189
We further investigated the differences between AS and non-AS MAGs by 190
annotating them with the COG database. As proteins in each COG have the same 191 domain architecture and likely have the same function (Tatusov et al. 2000), 192 comparison of COG profiles may reflect the different functions encoded in the MAGs. 193
A COG presence/absence matrix was generated for the 2024 bacterial AS MAGs and 194 7164 non-AS bacterial MAGs. The t-SNE analysis based on the COG presence/absence 195 matrix was able to separate MAGs associated with different phyla ( Figure 2B ). 196
However, no clear grouping patterns between AS MAGs and non-AS MAGs ( Figure  197 2C) was observed, which was similar to the results of the phylogenetic tree. Most of 198 the AS and non-AS MAGs were widely distributed and co-existed in most phyla, except 199 that few AS MAGs were observed in Firmicutes and some AS MAGs were separated 200 from non-AS MAGs in the Bacteroidota cluster. 201
202

A machine learning approach to distinguish between AS and non-AS MAGs based 203 on COGs 204
We further explored whether machine learning can better distinguish between AS 205
and non-AS MAGs. To do so, the COG presence/absence matrix generated from the 206 9188 AS and non-AS MAGs was used as an input of the random forest model ( Figure  207 4). After the model was constructed and trained, its accuracy and applicability were 208 further evaluated. Both the holdout method and k-fold cross-validation were applied to 209 verify the model to avoid the over-fitting issue. For the holdout method, the dataset was 210 divided into two partitions as testing (20%) and training (80%) sets. The number of 211 trees is an important parameter affecting the accuracy of the random forest algorithm 212 and should be tuned. As shown in Figure S4 , after the tree number (n estimators) was 213 increased to 200, the accuracy did not increase with the number of trees, and 214 simultaneously other parameters (tree depth and max features) were also optimized 215 ( Figure S4 ). Based on the prediction results of the 20% testing data ( Figure 5A ), the 216 overall prediction accuracy of the random forest model could achieve 96.6% (94% for 217
AS and 97% for non-AS MAGs, Table S5 ). Particularly, the recall (i.e. true positive 218 rate) for non-AS MAGs is 98%, which is higher than that of the AS MAGs (91%). This 219
suggests that around 9% of AS MAGs were wrongly classified as non-AS MAGs. The 220 F1-score, which is the harmonic average of the precision and recall, of AS and non-AS 221
MAGs are 0.93 and 0.98, respectively. The classification accuracy obtained from 10-222 fold stratified cross-validation ranged from 95.0 to 95.6% ( Figure 5B ), suggesting that 223 the model is reliable and accurate, and no overfitting was observed. The receiver 224 operating characteristic (ROC) curves also demonstrated excellent performance (Area 225 under the ROC curve (AUC) ranged from 0.94 to 1; for the mean ROC curve, 226
AUC=0.98) of the random forest model ( Figure 5C ). 227
We further investigated the quality (completeness and contamination) and the 228 phylogeny of the wrongly predicted MAGs. Figure 5D indicates that the wrongly 229
predicted MAGs are evenly distributed among correctly predicted MAGs. There is no 230 significant difference between the contamination values of the two groups of MAGs (t-231 test, P<0.05). The average contamination of the wrongly predicted MAGs (1.7%) is 232 lower than that of the correctly predicted MAGs (2.2%), and the average completeness 233 of the wrongly predicted MAGs (82.1%) is higher than that of the correctly predicted 234 MAGs (81.6%). This suggests that the overall quality of wrongly predicted MAGs is 235 better than that of correctly predicted MAGs. Therefore, completeness and 236 contamination levels may not be the major reasons leading to incorrect prediction. 237
Phylogenetic analysis showed that erroneously predicted MAGs were distributed in 238 various phyla while a large number was associated with Proteobacteria, which was 239 inherently diverse ( Figure S5 ). 240
Important functional features identified by machine learning 241
During the random forest model training process, an importance value was 242 assigned to each COG. The COGs with higher importance values are more informative 243
when the model is used to predict whether a MAG was from AS. Therefore, by 244
analyzing the importance of each COG, the functions that differentiate the sources of 245
MAGs can be identified. Figure 6A shows the presence/absence of the top 20 COGs 246 based on the importance value among the MAGs (see Table 1 Besides the top 20 COGs, many other COGs also contributed to the machine-259
learning-based prediction ( Figure 6B ). Among them, 148 COGs account for 50% of 260 the cumulative importance, and approximately 1500 COGs were needed to reach a 261 cumulative importance of 90%. This indicates the highly diverse functional features of 262 the AS microbiomes and the strong capability of machine learning approach in 263 capturing complex information. It also explained why the conventional phylogenetic 264 and ordination approaches failed to separate the AS and non-AS MAGs. We found that 265 some COGs having high importance values may associate with the aerobic condition, 266 nutrient levels, and biofilm formation ( operational parameters and wastewater compositions may lead to significantly different 293 microbial communities with similar functions in different WWTP. Moreover, we found 294 that the similarity between MAGs of WWTP1 and WWTP2 located in the same city are 295
higher than those MAGs of other WWTPs (Figure 2 and Figure S3 ). This is probably 296 due to the similar wastewater compositions and environmental conditions shared by 297 WWTP1 and WWTP2. This finding agreed with previous reports (Saunders et al. 2016, 298 Zhang et al. 2012) that regional WWTPs were observed to have more core bacteria than 299 global WWTPs. Overall, the low similarity of the MAGs and proteins among different 300
WWTPs suggests that extremely high genetic diversity is present in the AS ecosystem. 301
Due to the extremely high genetic complexity in AS, the phylogenetic tree and 302 COG ordination analysis failed to distinguish between AS MAG and non-AS MAGs. 303
The major reason is that phylogenetic analysis and COG ordination are processes 304 developed to reduce the dimensionality of multivariate data. For phylogenetic tree 305 construction, only a limited number, usually a few hundreds, of genes coding 306 universally conserved proteins are selected among 2000-3000 genes in a bacterial 307 genome (Segata et al. 2013 ), leading to concomitant loss of genetic information. Further 308 loss occurs during converting the sequencing data into the distance (distance-matrix 309 methods), likelihood estimation (maximum likelihood methods) or in the process of 310 discarding singular sites (parsimony methods) (Sourdis and Nei 1988) (Felsenstein 311 1981) . The ordination methods (including t-SNE) also suffer from information loss due 312 to the dimension reduction (Maaten and Hinton 2008) . Although dimension reduction 313
is important in some cases to summarize significant information from redundant high-314
dimensional data (Carreira-Perpinán 1997), it could miss the subtle dependencies in the 315 datasets, for instance, the differences between AS and non-AS MAGs were not captured 316 in this study. Here, we found that machine learning approach (random forest model) 317
could accurately distinguish between AS MAGs and non-AS MAGs based on COG 318 presence/absence because the random forest algorithm could take full advantages of 319 high-dimensional data by constructing a multitude of decision trees (Breiman 2001) . 320
The high predicting accuracy of machine learning also suggests that the municipal 321 wastewater treatment plants can select bacteria with specific functions. Although the 322 bacterial species in different municipal WWTPs could be different (Shchegolkova et al. 323 2016), they may have similar deterministic functional traits to adapt themselves in the 324 AS system. This complements a recent study showing that the stochastic process is 325 more important than deterministic factors on shaping the community assembly in AS 326 based on 16S rRNA gene sequencing (Wu et al. 2019 ). The higher resolution of 327 genome-level analysis reveal that AS bacterial genomes have specific functional traits 328 despite stochastic community assembly. Furthermore, based on the random forest 329 algorithm, we identified a number of these key functional traits (COGs), which 330 significantly contribute to the prediction process. They are primarily related to the 331 aerobic condition and nutrient sensing/acquisition in municipal WWTP bioreactors. 332
However, a large number of other COGs and their co-occurrence contribution to the 333 machine-learning model remain unexplained. Future efforts are needed to investigate 334 the functions of the proteins assigned to these COGs. 335
Despite the high accuracy prediction of the random forest algorithm, we also noted 336 that some false positive and false negative prediction results. Further analysis shows 337 that these erroneous results are not due to the quality (completeness and contamination) 338 of the MAGs, suggesting that the random forest model could well handle datasets with 339 missing values (incomplete MAGs) and a certain level of noise (contaminated MAGs) 340 (Tang and Ishwaran 2017) . A small number of erroneous results is reasonable because 341
AS is an open ecosystem, and extraneous microorganisms could be introduced into the 342 AS through incoming raw sewage (Saunders et al. 2016) In this study, 57 AS samples were collected from the aeration tanks of 11 full-scale 366 municipal WWTPs in 8 cities of China for metagenomic sequencing (Table S1 ). For the 367 two WWTPs in Nanjing City, time-series sampling was conducted every month from 368 January 2014 to December 2015, and 24 samples were obtained from each of the two 369
WWTPs. For other WWTPs, sampling was only conducted once in each plant during 370 the period from April 2017 to July 2017. The detailed information of the WWTP was 371 shown in Table S1 . All sludge samples were fixed in 50% (v/v) ethanol aqueous solution 372
and transported on ice to the laboratory for DNA extraction. 373
DNA extraction and metagenomic sequencing 374
DNA was extracted from the AS samples using the FastDNA™ SPIN Kit for Soil 375 (MP Biomedicals, Irvine, CA, USA) following the manufacturer's protocol. The DNA 376 concentration and quality were determined using a NanoDrop One spectrophotometer 377 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and agarose gel (2%) electrophoresis. 378 Metagenomic sequencing was conducted to obtain the entire genomic information from 379 the sludge samples. DNA extracted from each AS sample was used for metagenomic 380 library construction and then sequenced on an Illumina Hiseq X Ten platform (San 381
Diego, CA, USA) with a paired-end (2 x 150) sequencing strategy. 382
Collection of public activate sludge metagenomic data and metagenome-383 assembled genomes 384
Besides of the 57 AS metagenomes sequenced in this study, we also downloaded 385 other 58 municipal AS metagenomic datasets reported in the previous studies for 386
assembly and genome binning. The accession numbers and information of these 387 datasets were shown in Table S1 , Table S2 and Figure S1 . 388
Moreover, a MAG catalog with over 7000 bacterial draft genomes recovered from 389 the metagenomes different environments in a previous study (Parks et al. 2017 ) was 390 used to prepare the input data for the machine-learning model. The MAGs obtained 391 from the anaerobic digester and lab-scale wastewater treatment reactors in this catalog 392 were excluded. 393
Metagenomic assembly and contig binning 394
The metagenomic data were trimmed and quality-filtered using Trimmomatic v were used to compare the protein sequences obtained from different WWTPs. 407
Merging of compatible bins and genome refining 408
The 'merge' command of CheckM v 1.0.7 (Parks et al. 2015 ) was used to identify 409 pairs of bins that could be merged according to the following criteria: (1) The 410 completeness increased by ≥ 10% and the contamination increased by ≤ 1% when the 411 bin pairs were merged; (2) the differences between mean GC of the bins were within 412 3%;
(3) the mean coverage of the bins had an absolute percentage difference ≤ 25%; (4) 413 and the bins had identical taxonomic classifications as determined by CheckM. 414
Genome refining was conducted with RefineM v0.0.24 (Parks et al. 2017 
Development of machine learning model 449
The COG matrix constructed based on the functional annotation of the MAGs 450 obtained in the present study and the previous study (Parks et al. 2017 ) was used to 451
formulate the machine learning model to distinguish bacteria from municipal AS and 452 those from other environments. The final dataset consists of 9288 MAGs (2024 from  453 AS and 7164 from other environments) and 2580 COGs, which were used to train two 454 machine learning models based on support vector machine and random forest 455 algorithms respectively. Random forest was chosen because it has higher accuracy than 456 support vector machine. Moreover, it is known that random forest algorithm is suitable 457 for data sets with many features, especially where each of the features contributes little 458 information (Breiman 2001 ). 459
The model training and evaluation was performed with scikit-learn (https://scikit-460 learn.org/), a Python package for machine learning. Both the holdout method and k-461 fold cross-validation was applied to verify the model. For the holdout method, the 462 dataset is divided into two partitions as training (80%) and testing (20%) sets, 463
respectively. The training set was used to train the model and the unseen testing data 464 was used to test the predictive ability. Over-fitting is a common issue in machine 465 learning which can occur in most models (Domingos 2012) . In this study, out-of-bag 466 (OOB) estimates were applied to avoid overfitting. In addition, 10-fold cross-validation 467 was conducted to verify that the model is not overfitted. The dataset is randomly 468 partitioned into 10 mutually exclusive and approximately equal subsets, and one set 469 was kept for testing while others were used for training. This process was iterated with 470 the 10 subsets. Furthermore, the COGs significantly contributed to the machine-471
learning-based prediction were analyzed based on the feature importance provided by 472 the random forest model. 473
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